Itriumph over this strong combination.

The Pennsylvania team will do well to

\[ \text{bl} \]

\[ \text{the Tiger team.} \]

\[ \text{. The Princeton sextet} \]

\[ \text{pare of the traditional plunge for dls-} \]

\[ \text{Meals and Danielson will also compete In} \]

\[ \text{Be獍 by the end of the drive.} \]

\[ \text{ord, "Have. Have You?" printed in} \]

\[ \text{swim in the 200-yard breast stroke.} \]

\[ \text{stroke and Hayashi, the Japanese star,} \]

\[ \text{he City College of New York, th^} \]

\[ \text{ter's pool. Since the last meet, agaln-} \]

\[ \text{the season tonight when they Journey to} \]

\[ \text{large Squad TURNS OUT FOR POLO TEAM} \]

\[ \text{About twenty candidates turned out} \]

\[ \text{for the first penn year prasonic} \]

\[ \text{year which was held at the 35th} \]

\[ \text{Army. Coach Allmen was pleased} \]

\[ \text{with this turnout but he still} \]

\[ \text{in the end.} \]

\[ \text{Members of last year's squad went} \]

\[ \text{to the army and this again} \]

\[ \text{the armory so that all candidates have} \]

\[ \text{tickets for the latter night will be $1.00.} \]

\[ \text{from any member of the society or cast.; partially. An old clothes man who was} \]

\[ \text{at the Armory. Coach Allmen spent most of his time talking} \]

\[ \text{the Pennsylvania football and skating} \]

\[ \text{of the best work of American dramatists.} \]

\[ \text{of Seasons Card} \]

\[ \text{the position of baseball manager will} \]

\[ \text{ers for the Red and Blue, Business Man-} \]

\[ \text{The Athletic Association office at 1} \]

\[ \text{the usual program was followed.} \]

\[ \text{of Seasons Card} \]

\[ \text{for Educations Club Meeting} \]

\[ \text{Arrangements have been completed for} \]

\[ \text{the meeting of the Educational Club to be} \]

\[ \text{in Room 202 Hart Hall. Dr. Thomas} \]

\[ \text{wills deliver an address on "The Progress} \]

\[ \text{A series of open meetings to which} \]

\[ \text{they will be divided into two penn} \]

\[ \text{A coach will be provided for each} \]

\[ \text{proposed examinee is ready for opportunity to ride.} \]

\[ \text{all instructed members in the State legis-} \]

\[ \text{tive. His talk in the Senate chamber} \]

\[ \text{milled the tendency to slack during the} \]

\[ \text{no announcement can be given at this} \]

\[ \text{the hottest of the lot.} \]

\[ \text{of theZelophane Society present on the} \]

\[ \text{the most popular places on the American-} \]

\[ \text{be is supposed to be the best} \]

\[ \text{has served In his present capacity for} \]

\[ \text{of the citizens who were made to stand trial and} \]

\[ \text{The Zelophane Society is with the late} \]

\[ \text{were, "The New York Idea" in 1831. "The} \]

\[ \text{founder of Hoyt's comedies was} \]

\[ \text{These performances will be re} \]

\[ \text{light rain and cleared both classes im-} \]

\[ \text{The match will take place in the new} \]

\[ \text{the sea off chiefly with the customs and} \]

\[ \text{of the old New England mode of life.} \]

\[ \text{Ostabe. Mr. Lincoln brought out that} \]

\[ \text{of the best work of American dramatists,} \]

\[ \text{were among the outstanding comedies} \]

\[ \text{AmericanWTLD Theo
drummer and a teacher} \]

\[ \text{But it is probable that the burden of} \]

\[ \text{and the punishment for violation-} \]

\[ \text{the usual program was followed.} \]

\[ \text{divest Morteson, the right to wear smocks the rest of the} \]

\[ \text{by staples and a protective armour of heavy wire net-} \]

\[ \text{man climbed a tree and was safe till the} \]

\[ \text{to see that they feel that they are able} \]

\[ \text{above this high figure.} \]

\[ \text{many others have been plan-} \]

\[ \text{ive information about the play.} \]

\[ \text{who were made to stand trial and} \]

\[ \text{has an excellent reputation because of the} \]

\[ \text{the circulation for this play} \]

\[ \text{will result in their complete-} \]

\[ \text{of the Pennsylvania football and skating} \]

\[ \text{at the 19th and 20th of this month, at the} \]

\[ \text{of the best work of American dramatists.} \]

\[ \text{of the University team, wrestlers} \]

\[ \text{afford the fraternities a good oppor-} \]

\[ \text{the wish of the various commit-} \]

\[ \text{will accompany the Freshman} \]

\[ \text{will be held on "Old Cape Cod and Its Peo-} \]

\[ \text{Mr. Lincoln brought out that} \]

\[ \text{will allow the fraternities a good oppor-} \]

\[ \text{the Freshman five has played or will play.} \]

\[ \text{the season. Old Norma denominated Mean-} \]

\[ \text{show that will furnish many an unexpected} \]

\[ \text{give the candidate a diversified field of} \]

\[ \text{to make the competition attractive during the} \]

\[ \text{Competition will last until June when} \]

\[ \text{all the best men on your best team for} \]

\[ \text{that will be held on "Old Cape Cod and Its Peo-} \]

\[ \text{national American crisis.} \]

\[ \text{against a reformed set of New England citizens.} \]

\[ \text{Extreme were the measures taken by} \]

\[ \text{of the best American dramas,} \]

\[ \text{was the basis of much of the best} \]

\[ \text{of the late New England mode of life.} \]

\[ \text{as a novelist. His subject matter has.} \]

\[ \text{the fact that regulations are still being} \]

\[ \text{all the best men on your best team for} \]

\[ \text{that the competition will} \]

\[ \text{tug had won but one game to the} \]

\[ \text{for the latter night will be $10.00.} \]

\[ \text{theSmoothFIGHT} \]

\[ \text{YANKEE DRIBBLERS PRIMED FOR CATHOLIC HIGH MATCH} \]

\[ \text{Coach Dan McNichol's yearling five} \]

\[ \text{that the competition will} \]

\[ \text{The usual program was followed.} \]

\[ \text{will hold this afternoon at 6} \]

\[ \text{Large Squad Will Make Trip to Home of} \]

\[ \text{For Mem-} \]

\[ \text{The match will take place in the new} \]

\[ \text{will hold this afternoon at 6} \]

\[ \text{will hold this afternoon at} \]

\[ \text{will hold this afternoon at 6} \]

\[ \text{for the latter night will be $10.00.} \]

\[ \text{the Pennsylvania football and skating} \]

\[ \text{will be held on "Old Cape Cod and Its Peo-} \]

\[ \text{the usual program was followed.} \]

\[ \text{will be held on} \]

\[ \text{the AmericanWTLD Theo
drummer and a teacher} \]

\[ \text{to see that they feel that they are able} \]

\[ \text{who were made to stand trial and} \]

\[ \text{the usual program was followed.} \]

\[ \text{the usual program was followed.} \]
Pennsylvania's Coaching Staff

"Eddie" McNichol

In "Eddie" McNichol, Varsity Mentor, we have "one of our own," a graduate of the class of 1917. He has always been active in upholding the prestige of the Red and Blue on the basketball court.

"Eddie" McNichol, the fourth member of the McNichol family to wear a Penn jersey on the court, received his early training in the game at La Salle prep of Philadelphia, and was one of the most important factors for the success of the school team during his four years at the local academy. In 1917 he matriculated at the University of Pennsylvania, and after one year's

MAHER PREPARATORY
AND TUTORING SCHOOL

Training in Mathematics, Languages & Chemistry individually

Classes Limited to Four

115 South 34th Street

Attention Penn Students

Cookes Sandwhiches & Delicatessen

38th & Spruce

Preston 1470

DO YOU NEED MONEY?

See Dave Brooks

9211 Woodland Ave.

MONEY LOAN OFFICE

FRANKLIN TAXI SERVICE

Preston 1390

"Cheapest Cab in Town"

No charge for extra passengers.

NEW Ideas that are Good

in Clothing and Ordi-

nary are best among Rank's

at any time.

Prices as right as the mer-

chandise.

JACOB REED'S SONS

1524-1526 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
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RATES TO

STUDENTS

Cortissco School of Dancing

1520 Chestnut Street

"A TEACHES FOR EACH PUPIL!"

Exceptional Values

on all our

OVERCOATS

which are now reduced at the following prices

$24.50 $32.50 $37.50 $47.50

Whalley Ford, Ltd.

7 E. 44 St., New York

British Footwear

at GOMMY'S, Today and Tomorrow

Youman

Founded 1862

581 - 5th Ave. N. Y.

Dress, Sport & Street Clothes

SHOWING WITH WHALLEY FORD

TOMLINSON CAFETERIA

3704 Spruce

ELEVEN YEARS ON THE CAMPUS

'nuf said

Open For Business

Hermans Delicatessen

126 South 36th Street

CIGARS

LIGHT LUNCHENS

DELICATESSEN

Reduction

On all Fall and Winter Woolens.—Suits and Overcoats—we have made a reduction of 10%.

This reduction from our formerly low markings gives you an opportunity for real saving.

C. T. Barbieri & Co.

1111 Walnut Street
STUDENTS OFFER MUSICAL COMEDY

"Oh, I Say," Title of Extravagance By Foreign Students at Belvoir-Stratford Hotel

Tickets on Sale at House

[name given]

Reduction on all Suits and Overcoats

Also Enormous Reductions in Haberdashery

$2.50 & $3.00 WOOL MUFLERS
$1.75 & $2.00 SILK MUFLER
$10.00 & $7.50 BATH ROBES
$1.50 & $2.00 CAPS
$1.65 & $2.00 SILK KNITTED NECKWEAR
$3.00 & $3.50 WOOL SWEATERS
$2.50 & $3.00 ALL WOOL GOLF HOSE
$7.50 & $8.00 ALL WOOL KNICKERS
$6.50 & $7.00 ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$8.50 & $9.00 ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$2.50 & $3.00 ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$1.00 & $1.50 ALL WOOL SOX
$8.00 & $9.00 ALL WOOL GOLF HOSE
$5.00 & $6.00 ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$3.50 & $4.00 ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$2.50 & $3.00 ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$1.50 & $2.00 ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$1.00 & $1.50 ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$5.00 & $6.00 ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$2.00 & $2.50 ALL WOOL SWEATERS

Imported Scotch Grain

The King of Leaders

Double Soles

Comfortable, serviceable and good looking

Hugh Cunningham

1627 Chestnut St.

Men's Shoes Exclusively

The Fairmount Laundry

HARRY R. ENDICOTT, Proprietor

Bell Phone, Presto 6399

Office: 407 S. 37th Street

GOOD CHEER FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR

The very best of food with Neptune's delight in a setting always in all the titling ways at Boothby's. Soundly founded on 45 years of real service.

Boothby's

13th Street near Chestnut

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

Penn Drug Co.

Opp. Dorms.

EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDENT

THE LARGEST CAMPUS STORE

UNIVERSITY GARAGE

GOWN CLEANING - RENTAL - STORAGE - SUPPLIES - REPAIRS

3801-06 Delancey St., 38th and Spruce

We invite you to visit our Haberdashery Department

WHITE SHIRTS

A Special

$1.65 up

College Book & Stationery Store

3425 Woodland Ave.

Walter K. Taylor, Prop.
A FRIEND OF MINE

Bought a suit of clothes from a well known college tailor. It was very nice but almost in conservative, giving him the appearance of an old man. When asked about it, said from present financial conditions he would be better in time, he would have to wear it. This long—also the suit was an investment—being worn in many ways—for the coat could be worn with white face—white up—white trousers—red trousers—for formal afternoon wear, business suits, etc. When the extra pair of trousers became baggy in the knees they were to be made into kidsuits. Take it all in that a suit of clothes.

The above merchandise items are all English imports.

**TUXEDO SUITS, $31.50**

165 MARKET STREET
242 WOODLAND AVENUE
1235 MARKET STREET

**WILLIAM S. HARRIS**

**ASSOCIATE BUSINESS MANAGER**

**BUSINESS MANAGER**

**THE CAMPUS SHOP**

3649-51 Woodland Ave.

January Sale Reduction

Sate Wool Hosiers

$1.00 Hosiers Reduced to 75c

$1.58 Hosiers Reduced to 79c

$2.00 Hosiers Reduced to 1.50

$2.56 Hosiers Reduced to 1.75

7$0.68 and 99c Wool Vests-Now. 59c

All wool mufflers reduced 25%

All wool sweaters reduced 25%

**THE PENNSYLVANIAN**

WE Buy a Basketball Book and Back the Team

**PERRY & CO.**

16th and Chestnut Philadelphia

CORRECT EVENING CLOTHES

Dinner Coats and Trewmen and formal Evening Dress — precisely correct in every detail, expertly finished and at proper prices fitting as a gift.
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1st.—The rugs are inexpensive.

2nd.—After a few scuffles with friend room-mate and an attack of the floor and the room is ready for another rowbottom.

3rd.—The expensive vacuum cleaners are unnecessary. A low mower is run over the rugs, the rows wound down and the rug is ready for another rowbottom.

Moral—Keep your mind on your work and you will attain success.

The winter baseball player who plays a strong game of ball is a credit to his team. He is a man of great ability,灵越, will do a tremendous amount of good for the team.

Dean Johnson, in speaking to his lecture classes, has re...

We didn't know that a jury was allowed to get...

One of these days there's going to be a serious accident of a like nature in a Wharton Lecture Room.

"BURSAR SUTTON WARNS MEN WHO INTEND LEAVING SCHOOL"

A woman who knows how to make her little girl wear a dress that fits her, that is the best guide to the young man who wants to select a coat for his first suit.

A word to the wise...
READ THESE FOR 25 CENTS

Why not Books during January?
Ten Best Sellers Now

ONE OF OURS
Willa Cather
BABBIT
Sinclair Lewis
BRIGHT SHAWL
Joseph Hergesheimer
CATHEDRAL
Hugh Walpole
THIS FREEDOM
A. S. N. Huxtables
FIREPROOF JOURNEYS
Jeffrey Ferral
CHARLES REX
delta Qin
MAN IN THE TWILIGHT
Ridgeway Culm
THE LOVE EVERS
Frank Summerhaus
THE PLEASANT STREET
Frank Haggard

College Book and Supply Store
342 WOODLAND AVENUE

BEASTON'S
3701 SPRUCE STREET
Opp. Dorms.

Known the world over as the largest and most up-to-date College Store. We originate—others imitate. Come in and examine our stock and manner of doing business and see the reason we are the largest.

37th and Chestnut
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Gym Leaders Will Hold First Smoker of Season

The Gym Leaders of the University will hold a smoker Friday evening in the rear room of the gymnasium. This will be the first gathering of this nature that the leaders have had so far this season, and every man is urged to be present.

Several speakers have been secured to address the leaders and discuss their work in general. In our opinions also announce that business of importance will be brought up at the smoker. One of the features of the evening will be the presentation of letters (P. L. C.) by Dr. McKeen to the leaders who earned them last year.

There are about 125 gym leaders on the list this year, and this number will be raised to 150. Therefore there still openings for men who have had experience in this work.

Dramatic Club Meets for Decision on Constitution

There will be a meeting of the University Dramatic Club for the purpose of voting on the new constitution tonight at 6 o'clock in Room 200 College Hall. This constitution has been drawn up as an improvement on the former one which was said to be out of date.

The list and cast of one-act plays which are to be presented in the near future will be announced at this meeting. Those plays are to be produced in a series, and from this series one is to be chosen to be presented at the Forrest Theatre for the benefit of the Actor's Fund.

Men and women are needed for roles in the plays of this series and the following series of plays which are to be rehearsed soon and entered in the Future Competition. Those who wish to try may report at the meeting tonight.

Classified Advertising

U. S. Government Underwear
2,500,000 pieces new government Underwear purchased to be sold in the public street at 75 cents each. Actual retail value $1.50 each. All sizes, shirts 4 to 6—drawers 30 to 44. Send correct remittance in stamps. Post payment or send us money order.

If your order is not satisfactory we will refund your money promptly upon request.

Department 24
PILGRIM WOOLEX CO.
1115 Walnut St.

Electric Lighted.

Indispensable Rooms—Single and double

All conveniences and use of attractive club room. Moderate rates. The Frankston Club, 1490 Walnut St.

Ideal Place to Eat

Lunch served all day. Dinner 5:15 cts.

Notice—Pineau pens repaired and fitted to hand. W. D. Nichol, agent for Waterman pens. 33 So. 10th St. 59c.

Rooms—Pineau key room, for small students. Near campus and city limit. Reasonable. 3111 Walnut St.

Wanted—Republican (southern) Route-roomers. Large room with all modern conveniences. Ask for A. P. Murfitt. 1317 S. 39th St.

Bachelor Apartments—The Hamilton, Woodland, two rooms, both, also two rooms, semi-private bath. $35. 1317 S. 39th St.

Bachelor—Comfortably furnished light front room, with small student. Near campus and city limit. Reasonable. 3111 Walnut St.

Wanted—Republican (exclusive) Route-roomers. Large room with all modern conveniences. Ask for A. P. Murfitt. 1317 S. 39th St.

Rooms—Comfortably furnished light front room, with small student. Near campus and city limit. Reasonable. 3111 Walnut St.

STUBBORN APARTMENTS—The Hamilton, Woodland, two rooms, both, also two rooms, semi-private bath. $35. 1317 S. 39th St.
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Why Young Men Should Consider Insurance Selling

Seven Reasons for Life Insurance Career

LIFE INSURANCE is founded on the highest ideals.

It is capable of yielding a good income and the satisfaction of accomplishment.

It offers opportunities for real leadership.

It brings insurance salesmen in close association with big business and big business men.

It requires education in business methods, law and finance.

It is a field for workers, not shirkers.

It is an altering and practical calling for men of dynamic energy.
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BASKETBALL

Saturday

8.15

Talk his language!

Your father knows

Underwood type-writing.

Your letter

stays a responsive chord when you write

it to him on the

Underwood Portable.

"The machine you will

eventually carry"